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point out the possible relation between an unexplained
word, which remains still inexplicable, tabuvani, which
he had met with in the Veda of Magic (Atharvav.; V, 13)
in a formula against the poison of serpents and the
Australo-Polynesian word tabou (Sitzb. Ak. Wi$s. Berlin,
1876, XXXI, p. 684) ; he thought of a late borrowing,
coming from India by way of the Indian colonies of
Indonesia. Earth, when criticising this Memoir in the
Bulletin des Religions de VInde ((Euvres, II, p, 254),
reasonably observed : " It attaches a very great fortune
to three obscure syllables lost in a corner of the Atharva-
veda" • he added nevertheless : " If there be a relation
between the two words, it would be rather, as it seems to
me, in the inverse sense." There is occasion now to take
the question up again and to pursue a methodical research
to disclose the influences which this past had exercised on
the development of Indian civilisation. Prof. Przyluski has
already boldly opened the way for the vocabulary (Mew.
Soc, Ling., XXII, £05, Bull. Soc. Ling., XXIV, 118ff.)-
We must know whether the legends, the religion and
the philosophical thought of India do not owe anything
to this past. India has been too exclusively examined
from the Indo-European standpoint. It ought to be
remembered that India is a great maritime country, open
to a vast sea forming so exactly its Mediterranean, a
Mediterranean of proportionate dimensions—which for a
long time was believed to be closed in the south.
The movement which carried the Indian colonisation
towards the Far East, probably about the beginning of the
Christian Era, was far from inaugurating a new route,
as Columbus did in navigating towards the West.
Adventurers, traffickers and missionaries, profited by the
technical progress of navigation and followed, under the best

